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WHEREAS 
WHEREAS 
WBEREAS 
THEREFORE 
Number sR 93s 768 
----~~~~~-------------
I , 
THE GRADUATION CEREMONIES FOR THE UNIVE~SITY OF NORTH FLORIDA ·I 
HAVE BECOME BOTH LENGTHY AND NO LONGER FOCUS ON THE GRADUATING ! 
CLASS, AND 
I 
THE LENGTH AND THE CHANGE OF FOCUS OF THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES 
ARE DUE TO THE INCREASED AMOUNT OF AWARDS PRESENTED DURING .
1 
THE CEREMONIES, AND 
I 
MOST OF THESE AWARDS ARE UNRELATED TO THE GRADUATING CLASS AND , 
CAN BE PRESENTED AT. THE RECEPTION, HELD PRIOR TO THE CEREMONIES, 
I 
LET IT BE RESOLVED THAT THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH 
FLORIDA STRONGLY ENCOURAGE THE ADMINISTRATION TO LIMIT THE 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS TO THOSE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE STUDENTS 
OF THE GRADUATING CLASS, SUCH AS THE FOLLOWING 
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR 
SENIOR SERVICE .AWARD 
OUTSTANDING ALUMNI 
ALL OTHER AWARDS TO BE PRESENTED IN SOME OTHER MANNER. 
LET IT FURTHER BE RESOLVED THAT1THE STUDENTS OF UNF REMIND 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE INSTITUTIO~ THAT GRADUATION IS A CELEBRATION 
FOR THE STUDENTS WHO HAVE SUCCE,SSFULLY COMPLETED THEIR REQUIREMENTS 
THUS THE CEREMONIES SHOULD CENTER AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE ON 
THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Respectfully Sul:mi tted, 
Executive Officers 
Introdubed by President Lavon : S. Banks 
Board or Ccrnn.i. ttc--e 
5~ ACTION Unanimous Consent · Da 
. · te February 19, 1993 
Be l.t kncwn_ ~at SR 93S-767 is hereby passed/vetoed on 
this ?Jf.day of ~bt.u.---r&UJ;;; ~- 19o/-;?.
Si tur. '--
' "'ent Bcxly President . 
- \ . ~:-,•-~ . -.' 
Lavon S. Banks
